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It's well known, thab at present there ia no general proof

of the equivalence of Eagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches to

the quantization of classical theories, although for all known

examples of field theories these two approaches give equivalent

results. When the quantization is carried out using path inte-

grals, the correct expression for the generating functional is*

obtained by a canonical formalism. After the integration over the

canonical momenta one recovers the usual "Lagrangian" functional

only for theories without constraints and with Hamiltonians,

which are quadratic in the momenta with constant coefficients.

These conditions are not satisfied in many theories, including

nonlinear sigma model, nonabelian gauge theories, gravitation

etc..

For nondegenerate theories the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian

approaches to the quantization were thoroughly discussed in £ij

(see also [2]}. If was shown, that starting from a canonical

formalism one finds for the theories with nonsingular Lagran -

gian a gene-rating functional with initial Lagrangian, but witJ-

an integration measure, which is a functional of the fields.



When this measure is local (which evidently is connected with

the Hamiltonian structure) it can be incorporated in the action

of the theory as a singular summand, which formally is propor-

tional to

--he
(here O is the classical action, frfa)' *he measure (functio-

nal). It's clear now, that within, for example, the dimensional

regularization scheme, when the quantities like o(o) are equaJ

to zero,we come to the expression, coinciding with a generating

functional of the theory, constructed following the "naive" ru-

les of Lagrangiah quantization.

In Yang-Mills gauge theories the correct expression for

the generating functional in the. lagrangian quantization scheme,

which coincides with the one obtained in the Hamiltonian ap •*•

proach, is obtained using the Faddeev-Popov method. Por mare

complicated theories (gauge theories with algebras open off-

shell) quantization methods,based on the BRST symmetry are de-

veloped; the Lagrangian quantization, suggested in /~3—5T, and

Hamiltonian quantization, formulated in [6-1OJ. In a recent

paper fii] the general proof of the equivalence of these two

approaches for theories with a first class constraints only was

given. This was achieved by a choice of a special gauge in a

l*Hamiltonian quantization scheme and by showing, that after in-

tegration over the part of the variables in_ the functional in-

tegral one comes to an effective action, which satisfies the

rules of constructing the effective action within the Lagrangian



quantization schemp.

This paper is devoted to the proof of the equivalence of

both approaches to the quantization of singular theories with

the second class constraints only. Here, we will consider the

quantum theories equivalent if their generating functionals

coincide up to a local integration measure. Also we will refer

to a equivalence theorem [12], which states, that the functio-

nals Zt(3)9 ?2^,where

£ - -
p + « p + g D + ..r describe physically equivalent

quantum theories.

2. Hence, consider a theory with a singular Lagrangian

/L (%,%), canonical Hamiltonian n^/^and second class const -

raints <PL(^p)= (4>J%,pX <ffil
are canonical coordinates and momenta of the system, <jb (n\

are primary constraints, Y ^ fjjjj are secondary constraints. The

generating functional of the coordinate Green function in a

Hamiltonian approach is given by the expression (see e.gifl3,14j)

4, =
( X -L are the Lagrange multipliers of the constraints $• ), while

in the Lagrangian quaaatiaation scheme it has the form



To prove,that the functionals. (1) and (2) correspond to the one,

and the same quantum theory, it's convinient to introduce a func-

tional

/ ! tW_L(d) • l\ (3)

where, in contrast to (1), only primary constraints Y V with
,{«

corresponding multipliers A*, are present. Wow it's evident,

that the theories (1) and (2) will be proven equivalent if we'll

prove that"each of them is equivalent to the same theory with

i generating functional ~£ QJ«

We'll prove firat the equivalence of the theories (2) and

(3). Make ih (3) a shift in integration variables p and X by

p and Ao correspondingly:

-.-/here p and X are the solutions of the equations -
/ o *> —

Here d/dp is the left derivative, <ff^y =<f ̂ D 5 = ̂  ,

C\\J}—£(<i>^\ — £ twhere ? (n) is the Grasgmann parity of

J\ . Shifting integration variables we come to



where

The expressions (5) and (2) differ by a presence in (5) or the

functional A(^,^). The latter is calculated by the perturbation

theory witL propagatorsjdetermined by summands of the expo-

nent in (6) quadratic in p and A • Introducing a column of

variables 3?. =Cf1S)/^e><) w e c a n wr:'-1:e *^e exponent in (6) as:

(7)
where

V™ ' { 8W o) ««
with Ai\(^Jj,)an6 Bo:(<i.,4j&ven by expressions



If the theories under consideration have standard kinetic

terma in the Lagrangiana, we find, that A/^g is a local functio-

nal of ^ and G without time derivatives. Hence

The calculation of the integral (6) by perturbation theory re-

duces to a calculation of vacuum averages of the type }

which due to (10) are proportional to o(oj and within the dimen-

sional regularization scheme are equal to zero.

Thus A&tfyt* const, and the equivalence of the theories

described by the generating functionals (2) and (3) is evident.

V/e now turn to the verification of the equivalence of quantum

, theories corresponding to generating functionals Z.(j) and C &

Consider the functional

where p'fa) >* (tOft), $({?)) ,/$/=/"<*>] . J*(j, J)_. J are sources
to momentum variables. The functional z(^J at / = 0 due to the

equivalence theorem Is equivalent to ̂  (jj . Now we choose

jp'si/te), Si) as new canonical variables,from which the constraint

set 8 is equivalent to constraints <f> : & ~A;"(ti>,2)Q., ,

while the primary constraints r are equivalent to aome sub-

set £ ^ 9 : &f= A
(l<'(">>$)& u' (the existence of

such canonical variables is proved in f j

Changing in (11) the integration variables to ^—

we find



Here the subscript 'o£ denotes the coordinate variables, and the

p " - momentum variables, fi&o®) = H(P) , Hpt, (<*>) —

In deducing (12) we have used the relation

=8* (9)
and the fact, that the Jacobian of the change of variables

0->(cO, S2j is equal to unity since the change is a canonical

transformation.

Now we will transform the expression for 2 » introducing,

as in (11), the sources to momentum variables. Changing in the

integral variables p-̂ îtî Sjland taking into account the fact,

that for primary constraints (p^ there is an equivalent sub-

set x. oi of variables X ,we find

(U)

Using now the decomposition of //^,<^in powers of Q [i3J



Ok' + A * Act*' A* ftccu'. (17)
The calculation of the functional £[{0,u) can be" performed by

I
perttirbation theory with propa^,tors, determined by a summands

in. the exponent of (17), quadratic in the*variables ifi

A

The propagators DAA, are given by the matrix

The noiHocality of (17) in time may come from the powers of

operator 3 O in the denominator sdetj/\ in (19). To investigate

the dependence of operator sdet ̂  °a 9^ •, consider the equa-

tions h

-o (2o)

The equations (20) are equations of motion for variables /^ of

the theory with the Hamiltonian rf„* » which is constructed using

the quadratic approximation of the Baiailtoniaa (15):

10



By construction of the variables /A , the unique solution of the

equations (20) are

rfl-=o. (22)
On the other hand, if we look for a solution of (20) in a form

then the algebraic system for t^(^J emerges;

whence due to uniqueness of the solution/^(^/^we get that

pi^A(^O for all £" . Taking into account, that sdet&.(£) is, in

general, a polynomial of the variable c and hence it must .

have roots in the complex plane, we deduce from the condition

sdei;&(£)^0,that a&et&^J doesn't depend on E at all» Prom

this follows, that the denominator in (19) doesn't contain pow-

ers of the operator do . This ensures the locality of the pro-

pagator 1) ., and hence of all perturbation series.
AA

Thus the functional &(tdsioj xa a local quantity (and within

~the dimensional regularization A(cd)b>) reduces to a constant).

Consequently one can assert that quantum theories described

by a functionals £ and 2 » a^d, therefore by z£ and j£_ , are

•34uivalent. Recalling now the.equivalence of the theories with

generating functionals Z and 2 > we come to the equivalence

('in a sense, stated on page 5 , i.e. up to a local integration

measure)of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian quantization of degenera-

te theories (with second class constraints only) which corres-

pond to generating functionala £ QJ and £. Q) ,

11
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